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Abstract
Collaborative design can create added value in the design and production process by bringing the benefit of teamwork and cooperation in a concurrent and coordinated manner. However, distributed design knowledge and product data make the design process cumbersome. To facilitate collaborative design, an agent-based intelligent CAD platform is implemented. Intelligent agents are applied to the collaborative design. Adopting the JADE platform as framework, an intelligent collaborative design software (Co-Cad platform for short) is designed. In this platform, every man, design software, management software, equipment and resource is regarded as a single agent, the legacy design can be abstracted to be interaction between agents. Multimedia technology is integrated into Co-Cad platform, communication and identity authentication among collaborative designers from different areas are more convenient. Finally, an instance of collaborative design using Co-Cad platform is presented.
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1. Introduction

Product design is becoming a collaborative task among designers or design teams that are physically, geographically, and temporally distributed. Plenty of product modeling tools and engineering knowledge from various disciplines spread around different design phases, making effective capture, retrieval, reuse, sharing and exchange of these heterogeneous design knowledge a critical issue [1]. An ideal product design environment which is both collaborative and intelligent must enable designers and manufacturers to respond quickly to commercial market pressures [2].

Compared with current standalone CAD, the collaborative CAD is "not generally accepted" because of both technical and non-technical problems [3]. As an emergent approach to developing distributed systems, agent technology has been employed to develop collaborative design systems and to handle the problems and overcome the limitations [4]. The way in which intelligent software agents residing in a multi-agent system interact and cooperate with one another to achieve a common goal is similar to the way that human designers collaborate with each other to carry out a product design project. Thus, we believe that a collaborative design environment implemented by taking an agent-based approach will be capable of assisting human designers or design teams effectively and efficiently in product design [5].

In order to make collaborative design more convenient, multimedia information is absolutely necessary. Integrating multimedia technology into collaborative design platform can express information more quickly and naturally than letters.

This paper presents an ongoing project on the application of intelligent agents to collaborative design. In the project, an intelligent CAD platform (Co-Cad platform) is implemented, adopting multi-agent technology, collaborative design technology and multimedia technology. The platform uses the proposed JADE as middle-ware and integrates multimedia system. Based on the platform, intelligent agents can interact with each other via network. Thus, the ideal digital collaborative design is implemented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the work related to our research. The basic principle and key method are described in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the implementation of Co-Cad platform. A case study is presented in Section 5. Finally, a number of concluding remarks are made in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Web-and agent-based approaches have been dominant during the past decade for the implementation of collaborative product environments. This section provides a brief updated review of the applications of agents and web-based technologies to collaborative design engineering.

An earlier review of multi-agent collaborative design systems can be found in reference [6]. Shen et al. [7] provide a detailed discussion on issues in developing agent-oriented collaborative design systems and a review of significant, related projects or systems. The interesting aspects of PACT include its federation architecture using facilitators and wrappers for legacy system integration. SHARE [8] was concerned with developing open, heterogeneous, network-oriented environments for concurrent engineering, particularly for design information and data capturing and sharing through asynchronous communication. SiFAs [9] was intended to address the issues of patterns of interaction, communication, and conflict resolution using single function agents. DIDE [10] was a typical autonomous multi-agent system and was developed to study system openness, legacy systems integration, and geographically distributed collaboration.

Co-Designer [11] was a system that can support localized design agents in the generation and management of conceptual design variants. A-Design [12] presented a new design generation methodology, which combines aspects of multiobjective optimization, multi-agent systems, and automated design synthesis. It provides designers with a new search strategy for the conceptual stages of product design, which incorporates agent collaboration with an adaptive selection of designs.

3. The Basic Principle and Key Method

3.1. Basic Principle

Usually, each agent is regarded to be a physical or abstract entity. Distributed in the network environment, each agent is independent and can act on itself and the environment, manipulated part of the environment reflection and react to the changes in the environment. More importantly, through communication and cooperation with other agents, it can perform mutual work to complete the entire task. Man, design software, management software, as well as equipment and resources can be viewed as agents. Legacy design activities can be abstracted to be informational communication between agents, which includes not only communication between homogeneous agents but also the communication between heterogeneous agents through technology-aided design software. We can further abstract them to informational exchange. Theoretically, all of the information can be digital. In other words, if we provide a suitable platform for interaction, digital collaborative design can be realized.

This paper seeks to build a multi-agent middleware, through which, man, software, manufacturing equipment within this collaborative organization can carry out informational communication. Different types of agents can communicate with their agent middleware through their respective forms of communication and achieve information interaction with agents in other organizations. Thus, it enables man to relieve from various types of software and achieve collaborative design efficiently and effectively.

In light of the above principle, this paper seeks to construct a collaborative design software platform for agents—Co-Cad platform, and integrates multimedia technology into this platform. Co-Cad platform, using pure Java language, is independent and flexible. In the network it realizes the collaboration between designers—“You see what I see”. Each designer’s operation will be reflected in others’ platform. Designers in different places can exchange their ideas on the interactive design in the form of video chat. Video chat can be the most direct way to confirm the identity of the others, which guarantees the safety of the collaborative design, it is also the fastest and most natural form of information expression.

3.2. The Multi-agent System Based on JADE

JADE is a middleware that facilitates the development of multi-agent systems in compliance with the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) specifications. Each running instance of the JADE runtime environment is called a container. The set of active containers is called a platform. A single special main container must always be active in a platform and all other containers register with it as soon as they start. Figure 1 illustrates the above concepts through a sample scenario showing two JADE platforms composed of 3 and 1 container respectively. JADE agents are identified by a unique name and, provided they know each other’s name, they can communicate regardless of their actual location. A main container differs from normal containers as it holds two special agents: AMS and DF. The AMS (Agent Management System) provides the naming service and represents the authority in the platform. The
DF (Directory Facilitator) provides a yellow pages service by means of which an agent providing the services he requires in order to achieve his goals.

One of the most important features that JADE provides for agents is the ability to communicate. The communication paradigm adopted is the asynchronous message passing. Each agent has a sort of mailbox (the agent message queue) where the JADE runtime posts messages sent by other agents. Whenever a message is posted in the message queue the receiving agent is notified. If and when the agent actually picks up the message from the message queue to process it is completely up to the programmer.

4. Implementation of Co-Cad Platform

4.1. Communication Model

Under the currently popular mode of communication services, if A is going to discuss about certain parts of the design with B, A firstly produces his own design using computer-aided design software, such as Auto CAD, and then uploads it to the FTP server, while B using the same design software uploads his own design to the FTP server. Then they download each other’s program. Through traditional telephone or E-Mail and even more network communication tools, they exchange their opinions and finally reach a consensus. When the design is completed, it is uploaded onto the FTP server, and then the WWW server will issue the note that the components design is finished for other people to use. Under this model, the exchanging and sharing of productive data don’t fit the requirements of network and it is at a low level of intelligence. It cannot meet the needs of increasingly complex product design.

In order to overcome the above shortcomings, the platform’s interactive process design is based on Multi-Agent communication model (Figure 2).

First, A starts his agent middleware and through agent middleware he can know that currently B is also online. Of course, they may have already reached the agreement that software communication through certain middleware. A starts his software, such as Auto CAD, and notifies B. Both of them use the voice and video program and Auto CAD to make the real-time interactive design through agent middleware. After that, the agent middleware will submit the design to the FTP server automatically for others to use, and automatically issues the news that components of the design is finished in the WWW server. In this paper, the middleware is to provide a platform for interaction, but the middleware itself is an agent, they must first interact with other middleware to complete their task. The agent communication protocol adopted in Co-Cad is within JADE platform. The own protocol of JADE facilitates the development of multi-agent systems in compliance with the FIPA specifications.

4.2. Design and Integration of Multimedia System

Web-based video conferencing system has been widely used in remote collaborative design system, but these systems are using ready video conferencing system to bring about long-distance transmission. Video conferencing systems are separated from remote collaborative design system, which is inconvenient to integrate with the collaborative design system seamlessly. Due to some restrictions of video conferencing system, the remote collaborative design system can not stick together very well.

As Co-Cad platform is completed developed in Java language, in order to make the seamless integration with
multi-media audio and video system possible, this paper applies multimedia technology to achieve video chat function and adopts the JMF (Java Media Framework) as development environment. To handle multimedia files and equipment in Java language, it’s a must to install JMF installation package.

4.2.1. Media Capture

Time-based media can be captured from a live source for processing and playback. For example, audio can be captured from a microphone or a video capture card can be used to obtain video from a camera. Capturing can be thought as the input phase of the standard media processing model.

A capture device might deliver multiple media streams. For example, a video camera might deliver both audio and video. These streams might be captured and manipulated separately or combined into a single, multiplexed stream that contains both an audio track and a video track.

4.2.2. Media Processing

In most instances, the data in a media stream are manipulated before they are presented to the user. Generally, a series of processing operations occur before presentation:
1) If the stream is multiplexed, the individual tracks are extracted.
2) If the individual tracks are compressed, they are decoded.
3) If necessary, the tracks are converted to a different format.
4) Effect filters are applied to the decoded tracks.

The tracks are then delivered to the appropriate output device. If the media stream is to be stored instead of rendered to an output device, the processing stages might differ slightly. To capture audio and video from a video camera, process the data, and save it to a file:
5) The audio and video tracks would be captured.
6) Effect filters would be applied to the raw tracks.
7) The individual tracks would be encoded.
8) The compressed tracks would be multiplexed into a single media stream.
9) The multiplexed media stream would be saved to a file.

It includes a viewer that displays a graphical overview of a processor’s tracks and plug-ins. This graph enables you to monitor the media flow during playback, capturing, or transcoding. Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 display the media properties and plug-ins currently.

5. Case Study

The only software requirement to execute the platform is the Java Run Time Environment version 1.4. All the software is distributed under the LGPL license limitations and it can be downloaded from the JADE web site http://jade.tilab.com/. Having uncompressed the archive file, a directory tree is generated whose root is jade and with a lib subdirectory. This subdirectory contains some JAR files that have to be added to the classpath environment variable.

The process of collaborative design using Co-Cad platform to carry out a product design project is performed.
as follows:

Step 1: The host computer used as server launches JADE, and then Co-Cad platform, starts the test container in JADE. Other collaborative designers only need to run Co-Cad.

Step 2: While JADE platform is running, all collaborative designers can start Co-Cad platform and see Co-Cad software interface. Click on the “CodesignStart” submenu, the moment of collaborative design is coming. Figure 7 shows single designer’s interface on Co-Cad platform before collaborative design with others.

Step 3: Each designer can launch codesign request and select codesign partner. Only when both designers agreed to other’s request, they can go on collaborative design and show the audio and video window. The main user interface of the agent manager in JADE platform is as Figure 8.

Step 4: Collaborative designers can communicate with each other in form of letters or video chat spontaneously and freely. If one of the designers edits or modifies the design, the same operation will show on the other’s platform. As presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10, Selene and Jujumao are designing a mechanism accessory using Co-Cad platform. Figure 9 presents interface of Selene’s platform, and Figure 10 is Jujumao’s interface. They interact with each other in the form of video and chat. Selene modifies the plan, then the same modification shows in Jujumao’s platform. There is a small window used to input letters for chat, where speaking loudly is not politely.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, on the basis of the problem identification and the analysis of the requirements for a collaborative design platform, an agent-based platform supporting collaborative design via the cooperation of a network of intelligent agents is presented. On the platform, all agents are written in the Java language using the JADE platform and work together to perform flexible, adaptive and dynamic design tasks in an autonomous and collaborative way. As the platform is still being fully implemented,
more experiments are required to be carried out in order to test and improve our platform. In the future testing of our approach and software, we intend to involve designers in the process with real design examples since we believe that a design-oriented approach needs to be taken in order to identify those key tasks that need collaboration and support by software agents.

However, some challenging problems, such as task assignment, conflict detection and conflict solution, need to be carefully addressed and further development efforts are required before the technology can be widely deployed. In our project, on-going efforts are being made to refine the coordination agent and its underlying methodology into detail.
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